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	Just today, a stranger came to my door claiming he was here to unclog a bathroom drain. I let him into my house without verifying his identity, and not only did he repair the drain, he also took off his shoes so he wouldn’t track mud on my floors. When he was done, I gave him a piece of paper that asked my bank to give him some money. He accepted it without a second glance. At no point did he attempt to take my possessions, and at no point did I attempt the same of him. In fact, neither of us worried that the other would. My wife was also home, but it never occurred to me that he was a sexual rival and I should therefore kill him.

	

	Also today, I passed several strangers on the street without any of them attacking me. I bought food from a grocery store, not at all concerned that it might be unfit for human consumption. I locked my front door, but didn’t spare a moment’s worry at how easy it would be for someone to smash my window in. Even people driving cars, large murderous instruments that could crush me like a bug, didn’t scare me.
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Mastering Prezi for Business PresentationsPackt Publishing, 2012


	If you've discovered Prezi in the last few years or even very recently, you have joined

	part of an interesting movement that's rapidly changing how ideas are shared. If

	you're reading this now then there's no doubt in our minds you're completely sold

	on the fact that business presentations need to change....
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Game Programming Gems 4 (Game Programming Gems Series)Charles River, 2004
Uncover the secrets of the game industry's best programmers with the newest volume of the Game Programming Gems series  With over 60 all new techniques, Game Programming Gems 4 continues to be the definitive resource for developers. Written by expert game developers who make today's amazing games, these articles not only provide quick solutions to...
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Software Engineering 1: Abstraction and Modelling (Texts in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2006
From the reviews:

"The book under review is the first one from a series of three volumes that provides a compelling framework for a more comprehensive understanding of both formal and practical concerns of software engineering. The major feature distinguishing these textbooks from other current ones  is the natural manner in which...
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Bridges to Infinity: The Human Side of MathematicsTarcher, 1983
Most of the reasons that I have written this book can be explained in terms of what reportedly happened one day in the eighteenth century when the great German mathematician Leonhard Euler confronted the eminent French scholar and atheist Denis Diderot with a spurious mathematical proof for the existence of God. Euler, it seems, accepted an...
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Nonlinear Filtering: Methods and ApplicationsSpringer, 2018

	
		This book gives readers in-depth know-how on methods of state estimation for nonlinear control systems. It starts with an introduction to dynamic control systems and system states and a brief description of the Kalman filter. In the following chapters, various state estimation techniques for nonlinear systems are discussed, including...
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Beam Dynamics in High Energy Particle AcceleratorsImperial College Press, 2014

	Given a beam of charged particles in an accelerator, the challenge for the

	accelerator physicist is to explain and control the behaviour of that beam.

	Beam dynamics provides the tools for describing and understanding the

	particle motion. The electromagnetic elds that determine the dynamics

	may arise from components such as...
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